MIT Tech Reunions Hotel Arrangements

Blocks of rooms are reserved at special MIT rates at the hotels listed below. When making your reservations, mention Tech Reunions 2010 to receive the special rates. All hotels are served by the Tech Reunions shuttles. Please ask your hotel about their cancellation policy.

The discounted rates indicated have been negotiated for the benefit of alumni and guests returning for reunion. Typical "rack" rates (non-discounted rates) for late May and early June average about $450 per night at these and other area hotels. Rooms at any price may be difficult to find after the deadlines below. Please reserve now!

Hyatt Regency Cambridge
575 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, MA 02139
Phone: 800.233.1234 or 617.492.1234
Rate: $179
Reserve by May 14
Distance from MIT Campus: 0.8 miles

Royal Sonesta
40 Edwin H. Land Boulevard
Cambridge, MA 02142
Ph: 617.806.4200 or 800.SONESTA (ask for Cambridge)
reservations@sonesta-boston.com
Rate: $199
Reserve by May 3
Distance from MIT Campus: 1.7 miles

Le Méridien Cambridge@MIT
20 Sidney Street
Cambridge, MA 02139
Ph: 617-577-0200
Rate: $259
Reserve by May 3
Distance from MIT Campus: 0.5 miles